British architect Sir Hugh Maxwell Casson rightly said that 'Architecture cannot be
understood without some knowledge of the society it serves.' Architects and
designers are tasked with much more than just creating buildings. They are in a
unique position to help not only the citizens to live better lives but also improve our
urban and rural areas on various levels. Few ways to address the scenario is by
limiting the appeal of the concrete jungle and promoting local materials,
increasing focus on individual experience to improve mental health and well-being
and designing energy-efficient structures. The articles and projects featured in this
issue nod to the mantra and keep the hope of a better future alive.
It was a stirring and delightful experience to participate in the Charles Correa
Memorial Lecture at Kolkata during which I could have a special interaction with
star entrepreneur Harshavardhan Neotia, Chairman of Ambuja Neotia Group.
Also featured in this issue is the post-event report iDAC Intelligence Series 2022,
Kolkata and a conversation with Kalapi Buch who talks about his journey of
'Procuring Nirvana through Muzitecture'.
We are proud of Ar. Gita Balakrishnan for her commendable work in association
with the Walk for Arcause Campaign. A small report of the INTCON Expo 2022,
Kolkata is also a feature in this issue.
The cover page features VPA Architects' Ronak Patel, Jinal Patel, Naiya Patel's
design of the conscious Ahmedabad home with exposed concrete cantilever slabs,
vertical walls, slab cut-outs and screens.
Characterised by circular vents throughout the design, abundant ventilation is a
salient feature of the Thrissur residence by Manuraj C R or i2a Architects Studio.
A design by Abhishek Chadha of The KariGhars, the Bengaluru home defies all
norms of residential interiors and paints a picture of sheer comfort in luxury.
Serenity and soul resides at every corner of this tiny New Delhi home designed by
Amit Bhatia and Jaanshi Bhatia of J+AM Storey.
Exposed concrete ceiling, basalt stone flooring, wood furniture and sprawling
views govern the design of this weekend home in Pune by Siddharth & Raina Durve.
Rakesh Sharma of Genre of Design creates a wholesome marble showroom design
which invites customers to sit, glance, think and explore in a subtle chic space at
Jodhpur.
Finally, I invite all architects and interior designers to submit their projects for the
GLITZ Design Honour Awards 2022, which is to be held in New Delhi in November
this year.
Hope you savour this issue! We will be waiting for your feedback…
Stay positive and stay connected.

Naresh K Singh
editor.glitz@gmail.com
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Debatosh Sahu

Soumyendu Shankar Ray
Soumyendu Shankar Ray has
applied the design approaches he
has taught for three decades,
extensively in his practice adventurous juxtaposition of the
conventional and the cutting edge,
and the conservative and the avantgarde. His work is striking in the
exciting departures within
disciplined geometries, and radical reinterpretations of the
traditional aesthetic in contemporary materials. As former Dean
of the Faculty of Architecture, Biju Patnaik University of
Technology, Odisha, and now the Director of the School of
Architecture and Planning, KIIT University, he has consistently
championed the contextualization of the architecture
curriculum. Prof. Ray studied Architecture at Sir J.J. College of
Architecture, Mumbai and IIT Roorkie and founded Vastukar, in
1985. Vastukar is now one of the largest and most respected
firm for Architecture, Planning and Urban Design.

Ramprasad Akkisetti
Ramprasad Akkisetti is the Founder
and Managing Director of
Christopher Charles Benninger
Architects established in 1994 at
Pune. He has been in the creative
space for the past two decades,
leading one of India's premier
architectural firms and promoting
South Asia's cultural milieu. As a
Managing Director he has taken the small firm to Brand CCBA
that stands today as an inspiration for young architecture
practices that are seeking inspiration and creative innovation in
the Sub Continent. He energized the art and architectural scene
in Pune, when he created the India House Art Gallery that
became a centre of lectures, exhibitions and book releases for
India's primer architects and artists.

Charanjit Singh Shah
Charanjit Singh Shah is an architect,
planner & infrastructure expert with 5
decades of practice. He is an author,
scholar, educationist, teacher, art &
architecture critic practicing in
creating sustainable green
architecture. Prof Charanjit Singh
Shah is the Founding Principal of
Creative Group, Chairman of Smart
Habitat Foundation and a Senior Advisor to Assochem GEM.
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Debatosh Sahu graduated in
Architecture from the then BE
College, Shibpur, West Bengal &
did Masters in Urban Design from
the Jadavpur University in the
year 1989. Started the career
working for the market driven
architecture and slowly and
steadily moved towards working
for market driving architecture which is environment
responsive and is built upon low carbon footprint. Ar.
Debatosh Sahu is one of the Founder Partner and Principal
Architect of “Espace” started at Kolkata in 1994. Under his
guidance, Espace is now one of the leading architectural
firms of the country. He is a Council Member of IIA, Chairman
Assochem GEM, West Bengal Chapter and the past
Chairman of ACGSA, ARCASIA Committee for Green &
Sustainable Architecture.

Samiran Banik
Samiran Banik, has studied
architecture from Jadavpur
University, Kolkata, but completed
his graduation from The Royal
Institute of Architects of Ireland
(R.I.A.I). A visionary architect, he
formulated the artistic architecture
of participative design and believes
in architecture that has the power
in transforming lives and transgressing boundaries. A
distinguished interior architect, planner, interior & landscape
designer, institution builder and a writer he considers art and
architecture timeless. He is an official observer for the Art
Biennale, appointed by the European Art Society, London for
Global Visual Art Display.

Ramesh Chandra Swain
Ramesh Chandra Swain
graduated in Architecture from
VNIT Nagpur in the year 1979. He
is the founder and Principal
Architect of Creative Architects
Combine PVT. LTD.., one of the
leading Architectural Firm based
in Bhubaneswar. The firm was
established in the year 1980 with a
mission to improve the built environment and its area of
operation by using appropriate technology. Since then he has
been contributing immensely in the field of Architecture for
the last 4 decades. He has contributed with some
Architectural marvels like the Fortune Tower, BDA Office,
Group Housing for SBI, Arcon Retreat, Falcon Residency,
Office Building for GBC etc...
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GLITZ Design Honour 2022 for Creative
Excellence Awards, instituted by The Neptune
GLITZ architecture & interiors magazine,
recognises outstanding contributions in the
field of architecture and interior design.
The awards focus on designs being original,
innovative, contextual & sustainable.
GLITZ architecture & interiors magazine takes
the pleasure of inviting entries from the
architects & Interior designers for the 7th GLITZ
Design Honour 2022.
A distinguished panel of jury comprising of eminent architects and designers will evaluate the
entries and the winners will be revealed at the Awards Ceremony scheduled to be held at New Delhi
in November 2022.
Entering and participating is simple. All entries have to be submitted ONLINE only. Your entry stands
valid only when it meets all the eligibility criteria.
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Lifetime Achievement Honour

(Through JURY's nomination)

Architecture - Hospitality
Architecture - Institutional
Architecture - Office & Retail
Architecture - Residential (Multi Dwelling)
Architecture - Residential (Single Dwelling)

Interiors - Hospitality
Interiors - Institutional
Interiors - Office
Interiors - Residential
Interiors - Retail

PROCESS

ELIGIBILITY

1. The entries will be received directly by online submissions at
www.glitzmagazines.in
2. The entries will be checked for completeness and for satisfaction
of eligibility criteria.
3. All complete entries will be coded for anonymity and made
ready for the jury.
4. The first jury will evaluate the entries and nominate 5 Finalists
under each award category.
5. The Finalist entries will be presented to the FINAL JURY for the
ultimate selection of the winners of GLITZ Design Honour 2022.
6. The winners will be announced & honoured at the gala awards
ceremony.

1. Architects/ Interior Designers/ Design Firms/ Organizations
with a registered address and who conduct business/ have
operations in India are permitted to participate.
2. Only completed projects during the last 3 years are
eligible for nomination under respective award
categories.
3. An Architect/ Designer can submit up to 3 entries per
category.
4. A registration fee of Rs. 3000/- for each entry shall be
payable.
5. The participants must submit evidential document /
declaration about the project.

SUBMISSION CONTENT
·
·
·

·
·
·

Design brief
Conceptual-level sketches / ideas
Architectural drawings:
o Site plan o Floor plans
o Sections o Elevations
Materials and other details
Actual photographs
(3D renderings are not applicable)
Technical details / analysis

SUBMISSION FORMAT
·
·

·
·
·
·

Maximum of 6 (six) A3 size sheets in landscape format in high resolution PDF.
Sheets must contain the name of project, location & sheet number. (Name of
participant/design firm is NOT to be mentioned on the sheets. The received entries will
be coded for anonymity for jury.)
A separate word file must contain the architect/designer's profile, design brief & project
details.
Architect / designer's profile photograph must be attached separately.
The PDF sheets, word file & photographs, together, should be put into one folder titled
“Category name_Project name_Location_Name of Architect / Designer / Design Firm”
Submit by uploading your project as .zip folder (max. upload size - 50MB).

ENTRY CLOSES : July 30, 2022 | SUBMIT AT : www.glitzmagazines.in

Spotlight

C

harles Correa's contribution to
architecture and urban planning in
India is so vast and seminal that trying
to say it in a few words or in a small
breadth of time is perhaps futile. His philosophy
on nature, understanding of the relationships
between man and environment, environment
and buildings, buildings and images, images and
symbols made his work a masterclass in
architecture - an inseparable amalgam of
material and nonmaterial, powerful yet lyrical
and aesthetic. For a career that spanned over six
decades and comprised supreme grasp of the
micro and the macro, parts and the whole,
Correa's was a journey that never quite ended.

The Annual Charles Correa Memorial Lecture in
Kolkata celebrates architecture and art that
have drawn from human-centric values, nature,
folklore and myths, and have narratives and
spatial constructs that transcend the manifest.
The lectures have been delivered passionately
b y s p e a ke r s o f g l o b a l r e p u t e w h o ,
whileshowcasing their works, have established
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and shared their allegiances with 'Correan values' in their
intellectual and creative forays into architecture. This effort is to
complement in some measure the goals of the Charles Correa
Foundation in Goa.

C. Anjalendran
The celebrated Sri Lankan
architect, Anjalendran, is an
enlightened modernist thinker
in terms of space and spatial
interpretation and in
encompassing the idea of the
public in these spaces by way
of art. He has consistently
invoked the ideas of the
“public” and “bridging the
societal differences” in his
work, thoughts, and gestures.
He manages to bridge class
and cultural differences
between the producers and
the consumers of art. Like
Correa, he has shunned elitism
and brought art and
architecture to the public in an
inviting and inclusive way.

The previous Memorial Lectures have also witnessed a star line-up of
architects such as Correa's wife, Monika Correa, and other architects
such as Solano Benitez, Richard Hassell, Kamal Hadkar, Kashef
Chowdhury, Uday Joshi, Yung Ho Chang and Sanjay Mohe.
The fifth edition of the Charles Correa Memorial Lecture was held on 25th
June at AltAir, Ecocenter Salt Lake, Kolkata. This much-awaited event
presented, to the followers, supporters and enthusiasts, two extremely
talented and sensitive practitioners – C. Anjalendran and Prof. K.T.
Ravindran. They, by their own rights and endeavours, have charted their
paths and created bodies of work that have added to the global legacy of
architecture and design in thought and action.

His work has been presented
at the Royal Institute of British
Architects in March 2010. In
October 2011, he has also
been honoured with “Golden
Award for Global Contribution
to Architecture” in New Delhi.
His work has been exhibited
worldwide, and he has been
decorated with several awards
and citations.
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Prof. KT Ravindran
Popularly and affectionately
known as KT amongst his peers,
contemporaries, students and
admirers in India and beyond,
K.T. Ravindran is an Urban
Designer practising from Delhi.
He has been a long-standing
collaborator of Charles Correa in
various capacities. He has been a
member of juries for a large
number of competitions in urban
design – nationally and
internationally.
His current practice includes
design of green-field cities,
cultural buildings, memorials,
adaptive reuse, and
urbanconservation. He was also
member of Unnayan Kolkata, an
NGO working with the lowincome communities in East
Kolkata and rural contexts, for
two years. His works and research
have been published in journals
and books internationally. He has
consistently pursued
Sustainability, Indigenous Urban
Design and Urban Conservation,
championing the causes in
multiple international forums
and academia.
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Ashish Acharjee

Before graduating in Architecture from
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur,
Acharjee had interned with Correa and later
joined him as a Project architect and worked
on some of his landmark projects such as
Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur, MRF Head
Quarters, Madras, and Cavelossim Beach
Resort, Goa. Presently, Acharjee practises in
Kolkata and divides his time between
practice, research and activism.

“The idea of an annual lecture in his memory is not only to remember
his legacy on a specific day but also to get inspired and engage in
activities, research and practice of his values in Architecture
throughout the year. In the subsequent years, the objective is to focus
on a specific area of his architecture and find parallels in contemporary
practice and reinterpret the same in today's context. All this is to keep
his legacy alive and conserve it for the future generations.” - Ashish
Acharjee, Principal, Organising Committee, Charles Correa Memorial
Lecture, Kolkata.

Harshavardhan Neotia hails from a distinguished family
that migrated from Rajasthan to Kolkata more than 100
years ago. He is an Entrepreneur, and presently Chairman
of Ambuja Neotia Group.
His work in social housing earned Harsh Neotia the honour
of being conferred with Padma Shri from the hon'ble
President of India in 1999. He is also a recipient of the YPO
Legacy of Honour Award. He was recently conferred the
D.Litt. (Honoris Causa) by the Vidyasagar University, West
Bengal, and 'Honorary Life Fellowship' by AIMA (All India
Management Association).
He is an active Member and Past President of FICCI, and
also Past President of AIMA. He is presently member of
the National Culture Fund, India Brand Equity Foundation
(IBEF) Trust, Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts
(IGNCA), and Chairman of
National Institute of
Technical Teachers'
Training &
Research
(NITTTR).

In conversation with

Harshavardhan Neotia
Chairman, Ambuja Neotia

harles Correa is one of the few
contemporary architects who
not only excelled in
architecture but also
interpolated the causes and
functionalities of low-income housing
and urban planning into the folds of
commercial architectural ethos.

C

In a face-to-face conversation
with Naresh Singh, Editor of GLITZ
architecture and interiors
magazine, Harshavardhan Neotia
sheds light on his journey and
philosophies, his beliefs and
contributions towards the field of
architecture and design.

This world-class architect, urban
planner and activist had a special
relationship with the Ambuja Neotia
Group and Kolkata. It was a natural
bond that grew out of a shared
philosophy of environment-friendly and
sustainable architectural development.

You have always been a great
patron of design, your buildings
being notable landmarks of Kolkata
today. How do you consider your
ideas in the design of buildings that
you are associated with?

Hence, the Group readily agreed to
support the Annual Memorial Lecture
in memory of the legendary architect.
The architectural fraternity, followers
and admirers of Correa are grateful to
Ambuja Neotia for their support.

Design starts with the Almighty.
Design lies in the basics of life- in
the creation of man and nature.
Essentially, I am privileged to be
born in a family which, since many
generations, has been deeply
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Ambuja Neotia is one of the
most prominent and respected
corporate houses
headquartered in Kolkata with
its forte in real estate and
subsequent forays into
hospitality, healthcare and
education. The company, under
the stewardship of
Harshavardhan Neotia, has
been responsible for landmark
projects in and around Kolkata
including Correa's only large
project in Kolkata – City Centre
Salt Lake, the mall that went on
to re-write several retail rules. In
all its projects, Ambuja Neotia is
deeply mindful of its
environmental responsibility
and creating spaces that offer a
better and greener life
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involved inarts, literature and philosophy. Growing up amidst such people
and among such interactions, I always believe that architecture, art,
landscape or any form of design should always be in harmony with nature.
Hence, when I chose building and structure as an activity of pursuit, I
naturally was drawn towards architects and architecture that appealed to
my idea of design.

As an entrepreneur, by when do you see the real estate and building sector
overcoming the after-effects of Covid-19?
I believe the real estate sector has already overcome the adverse times.
The hospitality industry was worst-affected and it is still recovering at its
pace. One of the most interesting things we came across after the first wave
of the pandemic was: since people were locked in their homes for long
stretches, they demanded more space. A lot of people moved to bigger
houses or apartments to cope with children studying from home and
parents working from home.

It suggests that the pandemic was an opportunity for the designers and
businessmen to learn and evolve in terms of design and implementation of the
same with regard to the changing demand. What do you think?
Absolutely. People were faced with unique situations which required
unique solutions. Work and interaction went digital, the human element
was majorly lost, habits changed and so on.

Chairman
Harshavardhan
Neotia shared a
special bond with
architect Charles
Correa. When the
two visionaries
met, they created
City Centre in Salt
Lake, the mall that
reflects lifestyle,
thoughts and
culture of the
people of Kolkata.

You have done distinctive works towards social housing in the country. Do share some inspirational
words for the growing designers and businessmen.
The Government of West Bengal invited tenders from the private sector for social housing projects.
We were among the successful applicants who got the opportunity to fill the requirement at fixed
subsidy rates. We cannot take credit for the idea or model, but tried our best to process the same
judiciously. Having architect B.V. Doshi on board for the first project, who had recently won the Aga
Khan Award then, made sure that the project got the special sensitive dimension in terms of
comfort, ventilation, daylight and more. The project received recognition from all across the
country and, later, I received the Padma Shri in 1999.

It is highly appreciated because your intent and sincerity made all the difference. How,
according to you, can the housing demand across all scales be fulfilled, not only in terms of
infrastructure and space but also design and aesthetics?
Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder. Design and aesthetics are very subjective.
However, the design of our spaces is governed by three things - use of
contemporary design which is contextual and does not mimic what is already
done in the past, use of local materials to reduce carbon footprint, and use of
earthy and warmer colours and palette in a sensible Indian fashion. We choose
our art, lighting fixtures, and accessories like cushions carefully so that they
not only align with contemporary aesthetics but also hold a distinct Indianness in them.

Finally, do share some best practices and way forwards towards sustaining in this
industry?
One has to be conscious about using the newest green technologies - one that
conserves power, recycles water, disposes waste more sensibly and reduces the
carbon footprint at large.
We take each day at a time. The future is in front of us; we face it in the best way
we can. I believe, this is the most reasonable way to go about it.
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Special Feature

KOLKATA

DAC is a leading facilitator of build industry
summits, that are earmarked for filling the void
between the knowledgeable and the knowledge
seekers of the construction fraternity. Their
conferences and exhibitions are articulated to
consolidate national and global pioneers and
visionaries of the construction, architecture and
designing clan, who gather under one roof to
facilitate the most illuminating and enriching barter
of burgeoning ideas and know-how.
iDAC ideates and creates a comprehensive platform
for the professionals of the industry, which includes
architects, interior designers, builders, MEP
consultants, service consultants, facade mavens,
landscape architects and B2B build professionals,
who can not only showcase their remarkable
achievements in their respective genres of expertise
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but also be a part of an information sharing rendezvous with
prominent leaders of the industry.
iDAC Intelligence Series is a national competition which has
been held in over 35+ cities across the country. The latest
edition of the Series, positioned to capture the true essence
of Information, Innovation, and Technology in Infrastructure,
Development, Architecture, and Construction, was held on
24th June 2022 at ITC Sonar, Kolkata
The Kolkata Chapter witnessed the presence of 200
Architects, Designer & Consultants and evaluated the
winner from 66 Entries from West Bengal. The top three
shortlisted entries- Merlin Oikyo Experience Centre, RiseThe Sports City and 23 Circus Avenue presented a live
presentation to the reputable Jury from across the country.
Merlin Oikyo Experience Centre was awarded the winner of
the iDAC Intelligence Series Kolkata Chapter.

Dulal Mukherjee

Mahesh Pansari

Rupande Shah

Sanjiv Parekh

The edition was curated by Dulal Mukherjee- Dulal Mukherjee & Associates, Mahesh Pansari- Primarc Projects, Rupande
Shah- Rupande Shah & Associates, Sanjiv Parekh- SPA Consultants and Vivek Singh Rathore- Salient Design Studio.

Anuradha Rathore

Nilanjan Basu

Anjan Gupta

Nishant Gupta- Architect Hafeez Contractor, Sushant
Patil- Lodha Group and Vatsal Gokani- Gokani
Consultants Pvt Ltd delivered their talks for the
Knowledge session on the project 'Lodha Amara,
Mumbai'.
Anjan Mitra

Santha Gour

Ritu Goregoaker

An insightful panel discussion on 'Relevance of New
Materials in Contemporary Architecture' was
moderated by JP Agrawal- Agrawal & Agrawal. The
panel included Shakuntala Ghosh- Ghosh Bose &
Associates, Vivek Singh Rathore- Salient Design Studio,
Rohit Bhoite- Rohit Bhoite Design and Rupande ShahRupande Shah & Associates.
Santanu Mukhopadhyay

Anirban Bhaduri

Anuradha Rathore- Salient Design Studio, Utpal Santra- MN
Consultants, Nilanjan Basu- Basu Consulting Engineer,
Anjan Gupta- Anjan Gupta Architects, Anjan Mitra- The
Appropriate Alternative, Santha Gour- Infinitti Design
Studio, Ritu Goregoaker- GA Design, Santanu
Mukhopadhyay- Saent India Engineering Consultants and
Anirban Bhaduri- Innate were among the few Jury
Members who were present.
During the event, 15 Key Speakers addressed varied
subjects and trends on sustainability and design. For the
20/20 session, Abhishek Dutta of Arcon Design delivered
his address on 'Development in the Name of Environment'.

The Founder Directors of iDAC, Dhaval Thakur &
Siddharth Saraf commented, “Our measurement of
success for Nova Exhibitions and Conferences is not by
the number of visitors,
exhibitors, area or any
world record, but by the
number of people we
could positively impact,
the causes we could
positively contribute to
and the changes we
could possibly bring in
the society, mind-set and
lives of people.”
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Special Feature

Procuring Nirvana
through Muzitecture
In conversation with

R

enowned artists from all over
the country, showcased their
talents by creating inspirational
displays through an array of
impressive and versatile designs
making the Art-illation inspiring &
creative in collaboration with IIID
Mumbai at the iDAC EXPO Mumbai
2022. One such intriguing installation
was by Ar. Kalapi Buch, Co-FounderSfurna Designs of Gujarat, who was
kind enough to elaborate about it in a
one-on-one interaction with GLITZ.

What inspired you to design this
installation and what is the concept behind
this?
We have proposed this particular
sculpture to the CPWD department as
part of the competition to design an
iconic structure commemorating the
75th anniversary of Indian
Independence, the Amrit Mahotsav.
This is the miniature of the sculpture
we have proposed. Considering that
the proposed sculpture/installation
had to have a shelf-life of 2000 years,
we strongly felt that it is our
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Ar. Kalapi Buch

responsibility that the sculpture must
be an outcome of Indian wisdom
inspiring the world community as well
as the generations to come.
Thus, conceptually, since our present
work is largely derived from the
amalgam of Indian classical music and
architecture which we have termed it
as 'Muzitecture', we started delving
into the very core of genesis of this
entire cosmos which our sages and
rishis, the wise men of our country
have unfolded the mystery
millenniums ago and pervades in each
human born in this land in innumerable
myriad ways. One of the fact unraveled
being that the universe is a vibration
and these vibrations are an outcome of
sound. This primordial sound is
'Omkar' from where the genesis of
entire cosmos has come into being.
They further went onto quantify this
sound into 12 distinct melodic sounds
called 'swaras' from which all the music
of the world that exists has been
elaborated. These swaras being- Sa Re
Ga Ma Pa Dha and Ni along with the

Kritika Juneja
Ar. Kritika Juneja an
Architecture Journalist with
GLITZ architecture &
interiors magazine and
Founder Arch Valor, has an
aim to bridge the gap
between creator and the
creations, thus uplifting
art, architecture and critics
and Tete-a-Tete with
architects is yet another
step to develop a crosscultural dialogue and bring
the local architects, artists
across the globe and their
philosophies to light.

other five vikrut swaras. Thus, in
total there are these 12 melodic
sounds that a human ear can clearly
make a distinction of. Using this
musical understanding, we began to
make a visual representation by
plotting these swaras sequentially in
a helically enlarging pattern.
Further, we have used 3 octaves
what we call as saptakas – mandra
saptak (lower octave), madhya
saptak (middle octave) and taar
saptak (higher octave) making in
total of 36 notes. We did 36
sequentially increasing circles
representing each note, further
radially divided them into 12 parts,
representing the 12 swaras, and
then started drawing lines on the
respective intersection of these
swaras i.e. connecting Sa of circle to
Sa of radial line, then Re to Re and so
on resulting into three expanding
spiraling helical. This helical, on
being flipped, resulted in a
contracting spiraling helical. And to
our sheer amazement, we realised
that the reason for this powerful
experience was that this form
replicates DNA, the very basis of
creation. Further, we observed that
nature gathers the particle when
they are touched by sound to form
the beautiful geometry of conch or a
shell too. This geometry is very much
embedded in our being, and in our
genetics, and so we were deeply
moved by this geometrical form. This
is the most primordial three
dimensional geometrical form
implying above all the
urdhwagaman of energies towards
the higher state of consciousness.
We developed the sculpture further
taking cue from the shloka:

Life begins from nothingness and
merges back in nothingness.
Retrospectively, life begins from
completeness and merges back in
completeness. In between this
emergence and merger, life presents
itself in its myriad dimensions.
Tensigrity, a fine example of
'opposite values are complimentary',
is the pattern that results when push
and pull have a win-win relationship
with each other. This push and pull is
shown through the tensile wires
consequentially raising the sculpture
in air. This phenomenon is related to
those few who elevate themselves
and attain a magical unwavering
state of balance, peace and attain
the highest state of human
possibility in liberation, moksha,
enlightenment; as expressed in our
sculpture “Transcending through
Tensigrity”.

What do these three circles
represent? Please elaborate on your
criteria for selecting the sculpture's
materials.
The three rings symbolize the
tricolor of Indian national flag, and
the central sculpture represents the
Ashoka Chakra.
At the moment, we have made this
miniature model of the sculpture in
wood. However, we propose to use
12 different metals representing 12
swaras for the final 108 meters high
sculpture. Furthermore, we have
cancelled the principle of tensigrity
to balance this sculpture since it has
to have a shelf-life of 2000 years.
Therefore, we have proposed a free
standing sculpture rooted in ground
making it maintenance free.

Do you feel that symbolism is a
recurring element of ancient Indian
wisdom?
Absolutely. Yantra, Mantra and
Tantra are very important in our
daily practices in India. Basically,
they remind us to perform the
prayers in a particular way to
connect to the cosmic energies.
When you see Yantra, you will see
the form. It will elicit you to perform
certain kriyas which we call it as
'tantra'. And then we chant the
mantras. So when you start chanting
certain words, in a certain tune and
certain sound pitch, then these
three Yantra, Mantra and Tantra get
together to elevate your entire
being and makes you come closer to
the cosmos- the nature. The Indian
rishis have developed this
conceptually and then given this
Yantra, Mantra and Tantra to people
of the world, so that they may
experience the beautiful state of
nature and the cosmos.
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Feature

A

1700km journey, through 7 states, 849 villages, towns
and cities over 70 days has been nothing short of a
revelation for Architect Gita Balakrishnan who has
spent the last 20 years of her life working towards
bridging the gap between students and professionals from the
ACED fraternity (Architecture, Construction, Engineering, and
Design) through her initiative 'Ethos' which is a forum for upand-coming professionals to engage with each other and to
empower them. As one of the four verticals of Ethos, and an
initiative under the Ethos Foundation, Gita introduced
'Arcause' as a platform for acknowledging, enlisting, and
actualising social responsibilities of Architects, Designers,
Engineers, and others associated with the ACED fraternity. The

'Walk for Arcause' commemorated the milestone of Ethos
completing 20 remarkable years in June 2022, and celebrated
the spirit and architectural magnificence of India after 75 years
of independence.
The campaign was initiated to spread awareness on the role
good design can play in impacting lives. The walk sheds light on
the role of the Architecture and Design fraternity, their
contributions to society, and issues that they aim to address
through design.
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Architecture and design are central to
lifestyles, to well-being, to healing, to
connecting, to growth, to living and to life itself.
However the power of design can impact a lot more
than it does today. This walk is a humble attempt to
learn, to receive, imbibe and generate ideas from what I
see, hear and experience through the stories of others. I
walk in the hope that this will spur a lot more social and
responsible action from all stakeholders.”, shares Gita.

Ethos Foundation, in collaboration with
The Council of Architecture and The Indian
Institute of Architects, conceptualised this
initiative. Gita traversed the cultural and
geographical boundaries of West Bengal,
Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Haryana finally
arriving in Delhi on 23rd April. A symbolic
walk from Raj Ghat to Red Fort with a
gathering of supporters was organised the
following day. Not just architects and
academicians but people from different
walks of life, students and senior citizens
joined to support and celebrate this day
which Gita would like to coin as
'Architectural Social Responsibility Day'.
Activities along the route were designed to
spread awareness on design. Design as a
career choice was elaborated upon by Gita
through her interactions at schools on the
route. This has become a movement and
several institutions of Architecture and
Design across the country are now taking
design as a career to schools in their
vicinity.
'Mera Ghar', an interactive module for
educating lay persons on common building

In the words of
Ar. Habeeb Khan,
the President of
COA, “Architecture
as a profession and
architects as
professionals and
service-providers
need to be more
visible. Their work
and the power that
they wield need to
be highlighted.
'Walk for Arcause'
will bring the
spotlight on an
expertise that can
make a difference
to our future. The
Council of
Architecture is
delighted to be
driving this
initiative with
Ethos Foundation.”

practices has triggered insightful
discussions in smaller towns and
villages. Certain stretches of the route
were traversed by Gita during the night
to emphasise on the need for safety in
our cities. An open virtual exhibition is
live at showcase.walkforarcause.com
where people will be able to see
projects and ideas with the sole
intention of being responsible and
responsive binding them.
Having already made note of potential
research and built interventions along
the way, fellowships are in the process
of being conceptualised to engage
young designers in context specific
interventions over a period of a few
months. Hence, the initiative will not
conclude with the walk but will only be
a beginning to touch lives through
design from the actions of many.
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NTCON (Interior Construction)
Expo took place at the BGTE
(Bengal Global Trade Expo) 2022,
under the aegis of Bengal Global
Business Summit 2022, jointly with
CWBT and WBIDC. The exhibition
was held from 20th to 24th of April
2022 at Science City grounds,
Kolkata, India and the event was
inaugurated virtually by honourable
CM Mamta Banerjee.

INTCON Expo not just comprised of
display of latest products and
technology associated with Interior
and Construction Industry by leading
Manufacturers from all over India,
but it conducted various workshops,
art and creativity displays and
activities.
Legendary architect Dulal Mukherjee,
artist Subhaprasanna Bhattacharjee,
Apsara Guha Thakurta, architect
Monica Khosla Bhargava, architect
Kamal Periwal, among others, were
present at the expo.
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INTCON

EXPO 2022
K O L K ATA

A unique workshop called 'Women In Plumbing' was
held to break the glass ceiling and train women to
become plumbers. The workshop was organized by GPE
Foundation in association with Water Management
and Plumbing Skill Council of India.
An art installation workshop was also conducted by
Bappa Bhowmik which got 30 artists to participate and
come up with beautiful creations which were exhibited
and sold during the exhibition.
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Project

Purely Purposeful
Ahmedabad
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T

he Hover House sits in a newly developing
area of Ahmedabad in a plot size of about
7600 sqft. The plot is North facing and
rectangular in shape. Having a private
bungalow on its eastern side and an open plot on
its western side, the plot is sandwiched in
between. This placement of spaces leads the
designers to plan a house that opens up to a
garden on its north-west side.
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The client's small family of four required a
4-bedroom house with common spaces
such as living room, drawing room, dining
space for six people, kitchen and a home
theater along with other ancillary
structures in the form of an outdoor
kitchen and a servant quarter.
The massing of the house is kept as simple
and straight line as it's planning. Exposed
concrete cantilever slabs and vertical
walls make up for the elevation. Slab cutouts and screens are given for aesthetic
purpose. One thing that stands out in the
house is the vertical stone-chipped wall,
which acts like a backdrop of the entire
house when seen from the western side.
The house entry is defined by a unique
water body which falls from the floating
wall, making it a unique feature. This
floating wall stands tall and vertical in the
defining elevation, made out of chipped
stone.
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19. TOILET (GUEST BEDROOM)
20. MOTHER’S BEDROOM
21. DRESS + TOILET
22. SERVANT TOILET
23. SERVANT ROOM
24. LANDSCAPE GARDEN
13. KITCHEN
14. STORE
15. KITCHEN GARDEN
16. OUTDOOR KITCHEN+WASHYARD
17. GRAVEL COURT
18. GUEST BEDROOM
7. POWDER ROOM
8. LIFT
9. POOJA
10. DINING
11. BIRD AVIARY-COURTYARD
12. SPIRAL STAIRCASE

Walking further in, one is taken
to the open kitchen and dining
space. The dining is placed such
that the morning sun hits the
spot beautifully every morning,
making it a perfect place for
breakfast. A sculptural spiral
staircase from the dining space
takes one to the first floor. The
staircase is an art piece in itself,
cladded in solid wood and
flowing freely.

LEGEND
1. WATER BODY
2. ENTRY
3. PARKING
4. SHOE ROOM
5. DRAWING ROOM
6. LIVING ROOM

As one enters the house door,
they are welcomed into the
drawing room and living room,
divided by a console unit. This
was a specific requirement from
the client; he wanted these
spaces to be worked out such
that he can move around the
furniture and make it into a single
gathering room as and when
required. This space is enclosed
i n g l a s s , m a k i n g a g re at
connection to the outdoor
garden.
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:
Founder
:
Principal Designers:

Photographer

The Hover House
Residential
Ahmedabad
6700 sqft.
2020
VPA Architects
Vipul Patel
Ronak Patel,
Jinal Patel,
Naiya Patel
: Inclined Studio

Jinal R. Patel specializes in
landscape designing, she
helps VPA grow further into
that horizon. Being immensly
creative and having the ability
to think out-of-the-box are her
stand outs. She is also an
artist, whose works are a part
of most of the projects headed
by VPA.

Vipul Patel Aarchitects (VPA) was
found in 1994, by Ar. Vipul Patel.
VPA has commendably completed
various projects in the field of
architecture, interior designing,
landscape designing and product
designing. Aesthetics and
practicality are at par in all their
works. The projects are an
amalgamation of interesting
ideas, great team work and fresh
creativity, since the involvement of
the second generation of
architects from the family.

of becoming a jury member at A+D CERA
International awards in 2014, in the category of
residential projects.

Vipul C. Patel commenced his
practice in the field of architecture
in 1994. He is the proud founder of
Vipul Patel Architects (VPA). His
love for teaching and spreading
the knowledge gave him honour

Ronak M. Patel started his architectural practice in
2010. Being enthusiastic about his work, he
attributes greatly to the development of the firm
with fresh and young energy. Strong-minded,
keenly focused and practical are some of his strong
positives that also reflect in the works he does.

Naiya V. Patel focusses minutely
on interior design and product
design, as she loves being
creatively inclined in all aspects
of design. Having studied
abroad (ENSAPB, Paris and then
Deakin Melbourne), the travel
experience is often reflected in
the designs and projects that
are headed by her.
The ground floor has 2
bedrooms in the southern
part of the house; one being a
guest bedroom and another
for the client's mother. While
the guest bedroom opens in
the gravel court, the mother's
bedroom extends into a deck
that connects to the garden.
The house follows the same
L-shape plan on the first floor.
While the children's
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bedroom sits right above mother's bedroom, a home theater takes up the space above
the guest bedroom. The master en-suite that has an extended front facing terrace sits
above the mass of the drawing and living space.
Furniture imported from Italy makes up for the modern interior. Minimum POP ceiling,
while utilizing the exposed concrete slabs as an ornament works perfectly with the
modern approach. Locally procured Kotah stone in the flooring goes well with the colour
story of greys and neutrals in the house. Adding solid wood in wall panelling, bedroom
furniture and ceilings as and when required balances out the use of grey. The decorative

lights follow the same
material palette of
concrete and wood.
These were specifically
customized for this
p ro j e c t , by a l i g ht
d e s i g n e r. S i m i l a r l y
customized and carefully
procured art pieces sit in
different corners of the
house, enriching the
interiors.
The bedding fabrics and
curtains were designed
by a textile designer,
fulfilling the client's
specific requirements
w h i l e ke e p i n g t h e
modern interior
language intact. Adding
subtle colour tones and
balancing those out with
neutrals makes for the
fabric palette. All these
factors amalgamates into
a minimalistic interior.
Courtesy: VPA architects
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Project

An Exceptional
Exemplar
Thrissur, Kerala

T

his Thrissur
residence is a
single-storey
t h r e e bedroom dwelling
around an open, sky-lit
courtyard on a
beautifully landscaped
site. In recognition of
the central courtyard
that serves as the
epicenter of the
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project, the house is
named 'The Hub'. All
private and public places
are tactfully isolated on
either side of the
courtyard. The structure
is a hymn to a minimalist
yet contemporary
a p p r o a c h
t o
architecture.
Our clients, established
in Dubai, considers this
house as their vacation
home, where they can
unwind and relax.
Abundant ventilation is
a salient feature,
characterized by circular
vents throughout the
design, making it an
identity of the
residence.
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The formal living room is separated from the rest of the
house by a sky-lit courtyard. One is guided to a passageway
indicated clearly via patterned floor tiles, which connect to
the private bedrooms. Lined with linear sky-lit courtyards,
these passages provide ample ventilation that contrasts
their narrowness.
Departing from the entrance to the private area, you can
access the public area from another walkway overlooking
the courtyard through louvers and circular vents. This
follows an open plan with the kitchen, dining area, and
living area along with a wash and a common toilet.
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Surrounded by natural light and lush greenery, the living area provides
maximum access to the courtyard via a patio within the open space.
Circular vents are also installed on the surrounding walls of the
courtyard to provide effective cross ventilation throughout the
entire house. There is a unique sense of connectivity within the
interiors due to minimal walls and linear arrangement of the
living, dining, and kitchen spaces.
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The kitchen has a sliding door which
when required can segregate it from
the rest of the house.
In an attempt to mask the kitchen and
formal living from the public view, a
dummy wall has been installed at the
façade. In addition to adorning the
circular vents, this wall contains a
courtyard within itself and the indoor
areas. A water body has also been
incorporated within this area which
contributes to the effective cooling of
the residence, coupled with large
openings and circular vents on
selected walls throughout.
Two bedrooms look out into the
central courtyard offering visual
connectivity to the opposite end of
the residence that houses the public
areas.

Manuraj C R
Led by Principal Architect Manuraj C R,
i2a Architects Studio crafts designs that
not only reflect their brimming passion
towards architecture, but also their
commitment towards innovating
practical solutions to the challenges of
the clients. Following the firm's motto
'inspire to aspire', the team encourages
their clients to do what they do the best,
to dream without inhibitions. Then they
get to work doing what they do the
best, transforming them into designs
that house their bigger dreams.
Ultimately, they call it a roaring success
when those challenges take them into
the path of innovating something
unique and special.
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Exteriors and interiors typically use cement
finish and cement tiles, along with UPVC
windows. With feature walls accenting the
dark gray cement finish, and interior walls

FACT FILE:
Name of Project
Project Type
Location
Area
Year
Design Firm
Principal Architect
Project Team
Interior Contractor
Photographer

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Residence Hub
Residential
Thrissur, Kerala
2500 sqft.
2022
i2a Architects Studio
Manuraj C R
Manuraj C R, Amal Suresh
1000 Kitchen
Turtlearts Photography

painted white, the color palette is rather monochromatic. This pristine
and simple home is furnished with all wooden furniture,
complemented by the restrained material palette as well as the
greenery within and outside the house. This creates a rustic and
tranquil atmosphere, appeasing to the clients' interests narrowing the
focus on natural light and movement across interior and exterior open
spaces rather than unnecessary ornamentations.
The exterior area within the entry to the site and the residence is
landscaped with Mexican grass, shabad stones, cobble stones, and
several tropical plants. A garage is placed within this area such that it
blends with the façade of the house.
The Hub, illustrating a solid and bold façade, contradicts its relaxed
interiors, with every void overpowered by greenery and natural light. A
breath of fresh air, this home seamlessly incorporates open spaces into
built ones, renouncing the joys of everyday life and sustaining its
opacity to the environment.

Courtesy: i2a Architects Studio
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T

he client asked for a space that
depicted their traditional values while
still being modern in its approach. The
interiors are thus infused with colors
and are an eclectic mix of Indian traditional
and modern contemporary design styles,
keeping in mind the user preference.

The entrance is surrounded by dazzling
marble-clad walls with metallic touches and
tiled flooring that gives the space its own
refined depth. The entrance corridor opens
into a living room that is in itself an example
of redefined luxury. The living room offers a
serene break from the neutrals with
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differently shaded furniture upholstery. The marble-clad accent wall
in metal inlay work takes the attention of the eye in creating a strong
aesthetic value. The room follows a metallic scheme with various
decor statement pieces and pendant lights on display.
The highlight of the living room is the mandir area. Enclosed within a
sliding glass door, the mandir offers a much-needed peaceful
sanctuary to the users. The glass door has religious graphic work on it
that ensures one sees the room for what it is. The mandir is made in
white marble and encompassed in an all-white room maintaining the
calm & serenity inside.
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“

The residence
showcases a
unique design style that
seamlessly imbibes
modern luxe with a
strong cultural identity.

The balcony attached to the living
room offers the home a refreshing
sight of the outdoors. It is planned
to exude comfort with a swing on
one side and coffee table seating
on the other, all in brown wicker.
The pop of color is given in the
form of differently shaded potted
planters that further offers respite
from monotony to the user.
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The dining hall is attached to the living room with a magnificent bar to its right.
The area exhibits a luxurious charm with the marble tabletop and royal seating
along with a bronze display table behind with mirrors & decor statements
exhibited on it. The home bar captures the eye with its clean lines and

resplendent lighting.
There is a pendant lighting
from the ceiling that holds
a panel of Edison bulbs just
above the bar table. The
bar chairs in bright blue
and bronze merge well
with the all-white and
metallic design of the area.
The cabinet table behind
the bar is completely
mirrored, reflecting the
entire room and offering
an illusion of a threedimensional space.
T h e k i tc h e n i s f u l l y
automated and includes a
color flux of pastel green
and white. It is designed to
ex h i b i t a rc h i te c t u ra l
perfection with clean lines
and soothing symmetries.
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The master bedroom
defines timelessness.
One is welcomed inside
and is instantly
transported to a
luxurious journey of
comfort. There is a
flawless use of lacquer
glass on the TV cabinet
that holds both storage
space and a display area
on it. The bed in green is
flanked by the accented
metallic wall on either
side, further uplifted by
hanging pendants. The
room is filled with a soft
lighting scheme,
starting from the
hanging pendants to
the cove lighting,
indulging the space in
its grandeur.
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A separate TV
room with
comfortable
leather furniture
is included in the
house along with
a home office in
t h e c o r n e r. I t
flaunts exquisite
cove lighting with
a unique stoneaccent wall that
projects pleasing
surroundings
around. The
yellow seating
strikes a contrast
to the earthy hues
and offers the
room a color pop.
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Abhishek Chadha
Since its inception in 2009, 'The
KariGhars' has revolutionized
ordinary houses in Bangalore
into warm & luxurious homes.
With their efficient layouts,
uplifting color palettes, bespoke
furniture, and strategic lighting
schemes, they are the masters of
c r e a t i n g e v e r- l a s t i n g
impressions. From inception to
execution, conceptualization to
curation, they undertake
complete turnkey projects for
villas and apartments, hence
bringing dreams to life. The
founding trio- CEO Abhishek
Chadha, CFO Aashita Chadha &
the Managing Director Vinayak
Chadha- is responsible for taking
this company to the zeniths of
success by religiously focusing
on the needs, passion & vision of
their clients.

LAYOUT PLAN
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The Blooming Casa
Residential
Bengaluru
3500 sqft
2021
The KariGhars
Abhishek Chadha
Manisha Kshatriya
: The Dark Studio

The guest bedroom is another
charming delight bathed in shades of
blue. From the blue-toned lacquer
glass wardrobe to the curtains and
throw pillows, the room fabricates
pleasant harmony. The bed in cream
has a marble-clad bed back wall
bordered in metallic effects that offer a
room a defining aspect.

The children's bedroom is all about vibrant energy and it is visible in each detail included in the design. From the spacethemed sliding glass wardrobe door to the use of yellow on the wall and the study table along with the influx of blue on
the bed and the curtains, each element highlights the lively spirit of the child. The nucleus of the room is in the open
cabinet display behind the bed while the study table, like the TV cabinet, has storage drawers in yellow and blue over a
majorly white tabletop.
Keeping in mind their
traditional roots,
c re at i v i t y ta ke s a
cultural route where
culture has been
invoked in each corner
along with a modern
design approach. There
is a conscious use of
recycled sustainable
materials in the design.
Energy efficiency is
given prominence as
well with the
employment of LED
lighting and a fully
automated kitchen.
Courtesy: The KariGhars
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Project

Minimal Musings
New Delhi

A

family of four- the couple with their two kids- wanted a costeffective makeover of their house on a limited budget. The flat
follows its main mantra of minimalism and offers bare
essentials to create simple and uncluttered spaces.

Concentrating on simple forms, details and calm colours, it is all about
the functionality of the core. A perfect blend of earthy tones,
monochrome palette and subtle textures and the sober colour theme
adds to the cosy interiors. A minimal mood board and pastel upholstery
balance with the overall muted shades of grey is the gist of the design.
The evolution of the design process is an integral part of the journey. The
planning includes a living room, dining, kitchen, puja, two small
bedrooms with a common toilet and a master bedroom with an
attached toilet.
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The client is an avid reader and
wanted a library right at the
entrance of the house. The
designers tried to resolve their
requirement of a puja area since
there was no possible space to
define the same in the limited space
constraints. So, the idea was to
incorporate the balcony space
inside the living room, convert it
into puja and create a fluted glass
partition to segregate the privacy of
the two zones, yet allowing the
natural light to penetrate into the
entire space. The living room
welcomes abundant natural light
and creates a soothing environment
by adding greens in the indoors,
thereby setting an experience
wherein one feels connected to
nature. The rays sweep at every
corner, inflowing the light &
freshness in the entire house.
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FLOOR PLAN
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Saral
Residential
New Delhi
1200 sqft.
2022
J+AM Storey
Amit Bhatia and Jaanshi Bhatia
Bharat Aggarwal

Since the client originally belonged to Bihar and had an inclination
towards Indian tradition, they favoured Madhubani artworks in the
house to stay connected with their roots. Patterned tiles in the
corridor break the continuity of the overall grey flooring and also
add aesthetics to that area.
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The interior concept of their kid's bedroom was
typically in blue & pink for their son & daughter
respectively. The attempt was to introduce a vibrant
wallpaper that adds quirkiness in the son's bedroom
whereas a floral pink for the daughter's bedroom to
add a feminine touch.

Jaanshi Bhatia & Amit Bhatia
J+AM Storey is a multidisciplinary design practice based
out of New Delhi, led by Architects Amit Bhatia and
Jaanshi Bhatia. Their pallet of work covers a variety of
commercial, residential and office projects. Team J+AM
incorporates a pool of talented architects, skilled site
super visors, interior designers who practice
comprehensive design and are committed to producing
innovative works. 'Good stories make good experiences'
is what they focus on to weave a story that makes a good
user experience. Architecture is all about the connection
with nature and a good play of space, materials, light and
shadows with a glorified touch of geometry and the right
proportions, J+AM believes.

While the master bedroom conveys self-expression
of simplicity and minimalism, the washroom is
designed in sync with the overall theme using selftextured white and grey tiles.
The furniture is customized in teak & cane which adds
warmth to the house. Minimalism binds the space
while making it breathable. The overall intent of
'Saral' is to add serenity and soul to the spaces at
every corner of this tiny house.
Courtesy: J+AM Storey
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Project

Nesting in Nature
Pune
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O

verlooking the backwaters of Khadakvasla Dam, 'Gaia' the
weekend home is built on a sprawling one acre plot. The family
of four wanted a minimalistic, low-maintenance home with
basic furniture that would help them to de-stress and relax.

A cobbled driveway leads to the two-storied house which is hidden and
camouflaged by the surrounding trees and plantation. A verandah at the
entrance with a landscaped courtyard leads to the living and dining area.
To the right of the living space is an open kitchen and television area
which further opens up towards a wooden bench setup under a canopy
of a passion fruit climber. The main verandah that runs along the living
and dining area overlooks stunning views of Fort Sinhgad, backwaters of
Khadakvasla, a garden and a pond.
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FACT FILE:
Name of Project
Project Type
Location
Built-up Area
Principal Architect
Associate Designer
Photographer

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Gaia
Residential
Pune
3100 sqft.
Siddharth Durve
Raina Durve
Ashish Bhonde
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Siddharth Durve

Raina Durve

Siddharth Durve and Raina Durve is a brother-sister team
of Architect and Inteior Designer. The siblings have
worked as a team on various residential and commercial
projects. The main principle followed by them which is
evident in their designs is 'simplicity'. They strongly
believe that design evolves from basic forms of nature
and one can create meaningful designs just by following
these simple forms. Growing up together as kids helped
them to have a mutual view regarding space planning
and have a common liking for materials and form.
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The master bedroom has a view similar to
the verandah whereas the guest room has a
view of the landscape to the rear of the
house.
The upper floor play area has a pool table
and a tall counter with chairs which faces the
backwaters and the fort. A wide parapet of
the terrace has been deliberately designed
as a seating space that can be enjoyed during
sunrise and sunset.
The furniture was selected mostly from
various local stores and has a flexible
arrangement. The bought-outs were kept
simple so as to not impede the concept of an
open space by becoming visual blocks.
The internal walls have external plaster
finished with paint. Wall frames were chosen
in the line with the theme of the house,
depicting various aspects of life and nature.
The flooring of the entire house is in sandbrushed basalt. The ceiling slab is not
plastered and has a concrete look adding to
the rawness and natural feel.
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Project

Sensory Structures
Jodhpur
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G

enre of Design Architects captured the
selecting experience just right, in their Pelican
marble showroom design. An ensemble that
attracts defines, configures, transitions and
comforts, making it a wholesome place to stop, shop
and secure.

With this project, the designers had a huge
responsibility to model a high-end show office that
complements the scale of their business, which
spreads not just in India, but is a significant exporter to
USA as well.
Their factory was already up and running when the
client approached the team for designing the
showroom. On pondering, the vacant corner in the
existing factory seemed like the perfect site, a
juxtaposition of the raw and the finished product
spaces. With the factory backdrop, a brief and the
quirky material, it became a very enticing and
interesting project to work on.
As the design process started, the concept and the
approach were right in front of the team, waiting to be

used to its full potential. The natural neutral toned
stones needed a paralleled raw, subtle textures and
colors, for it to gain focus. So, it was decided to respect
the product, and dress its space with natural, raw
textured materials, that would showcase and highlight
the products well, and also be the right fit for the
factory backdrop and the transition into the show
office.
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Rakesh Sharma
Genre of Design is an
architectural and interior design
firm that specializes in high-end
projects. They are involved in
different nature and scale of
projects like urban design,
interior design, architecture and
product design. 'To create
architecture is to create
possibilities', possibilities of life
to happen and flourish.
At Genre of Design, they
strongly believe in blurring the
typological boundaries of
architecture and creating an
architecture that is not stamped
as 'something' based on a
functionalist approach but
evolves 'for' and 'from' life. The
function is a necessity of
building but not the 'soul'. They
constantly aim to create
architecture that makes our life
more intuitive and spontaneous,
instead of categorized.
Rakesh Sharma, the founding
principal, works towards
offering an entire bouquet of
luxury interior and architectural
solutions to clients all across
India. They abstrusely handle
every component of the design
process from musing to
execution making us a plenary
design and build firm.
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Since there is a lot more to a
showroom design than display, the
team focused on offering a hasslefree shopping and selecting
experience as well. The collection
and variety in the showroom are
indeed important, but the display,
calming ambience, soothing colors,
right kind of lighting and ease of
exploration is what gets the
customers in, and casts the first
impression.

FACT FILE:
Name of the Project
Project Type
Location
Area
Design Firm
Principal Architect
Photographer

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Pelican
Commercial
Jodhpur
2000 sqft.
Genre of Design
Rakesh Sharma
Sanjay Sakaria
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While the central prop sets the circulation and focus, the
exposed concrete ceiling and white exposed brick texture on
the walls set the mood and the right subtle canvas for
showcasing the products. With this, optimized lighting design
and careful placing of the marbles on the walls, puts the focus
on the products, and lets the customers experience them first
hand.
Extending into the same space, with a glass partition in
between is a conference room, the retailers can educate the
designers and customers of their product. The visual connect
between the two spaces makes it easy and also opens up the
space, creating a tactile environment.
The subtle, neutralized and elegant aesthetic of marble
remains untouched by un-crowding the textures and the
central focus piece draw the customers in.
It is a wholesome design, which invites customers, frames
circulation, and provides a space to sit, glance, think and
explore in a subtle chic space, just like one would want in a
showroom full of lustrous elegant stones. The design makes
sure that it is not just a gallery but a space that hopefully
inspires and makes the customers feel stimulated and
encouraged.

Courtesy: Genre of Design
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